
 

Minute To Win It! 
Fun family game where you take household items and turn them into 

challenges! 

 

Instructions 
This game will have different challenges/levels. 
 Keep score for competition  or just play for fun! 

Each “challenge/level” you will have one minute to complete. You can replay levels to 
try to beat your best score.   

Suggestion is to go youngest to oldest and try a “practice round” 
 

( please feel free to send us photos & feedback!) 
I hope you guys enjoy it! - Ashley Shively 

Level #1 Rubber Band Shoot-out  
How many rubber bands can you shoot into a shoe box?  Put a masking tape line on the 
floor for players to stand behind.  Adjust the line based on age. Cut a hole in the top of a 
shoe box and stand it up on a tray or coffee table.  This is fun for any age! 



 

 

Level #2 Penny Tower 
How many pennies can you stack in a minute?  It’s harder than it looks! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Level #3 Sock Toss 
How many pairs of socks can you toss into the laundry basket in one minute?  Again, 
use a tape line on the floor and move it back for older players. ( 20 pairs is a good 
number)  fold  socks together as pairs with one around the other, and they make a good 
“ball” for throwing  



 

Level #4 Balloon in the Air 
Use a fly swatter to keep a balloon from touching the ground for one minute.   Kids will 
enjoy trying to beat their best record on this one! 
 

 
 

Level #5 Cup Towers 
How many cups can you stack in a minute?  You can count the score by number of cups 
stacked or by number of levels tall.  

 


